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WORK OR WAGES 
THE CHALLENGE OF UNEMPLOYMENT 
d 
THE meation of a vast reserve axmy of the unemployed is 
fundamental to the capitalist system. In the United States 
where this system has attained its most complete d d o p  
m a t ,  the government leaves the fate of the workers dqmdent 
on their jobs chiefly to the private arrangement of the employ- 
ing class. Th= tnmsfer of the dhcharged worker to mother 
job is in the hands of fee-charging employment dm, most 
of them notoriously unscrupuIous, and often functioning as 
diec t strike-breaking agencies for the employers. Maintenance 
of the vast army of the unemployed is left to private charity. 
Thus the employing class is able to made responsibility for 
those workers who lose their jobs through technical changes, 
mergers, speed-up devices and the territorial shifts of industry. 
Their number bas mounted to d o n s  and is constantIy on 
the increase. 
With the d&e of capitaIism, the unemployment situatim 
is bound to become more acute. The stock market crasb of 
Octohr i 929 reprented for the worker only the culmination 
of months of industrial d l m e n t .  Hundreds of thowands 
had atready been laid off or been put on part time with cor- 
responding reductions in wages. 
When the crisis was r d e d ,  the goverment anticipated 
the rising temper of a working class made m a t e  by the 
specter of mass unempIopt .  Conferencm were hurriedly 
called. Such a mobiliation of business m-ta had never 
3 
before h e n  morted to except in &war emergency. The gov- 
ernmeat was dehmined to assist tbe oorpwations to shift 
the full barden of the crisis on the workers, but at the same 
time it w W d  to create the iIl& of continued prospa£@ 
to blunt the edge of the Sgating spirit of the starving masses. 
Of'ficials of the American Federation of Labor were d e d  in 
for this purpose. Tbey responded with a pledge to ask for no 
wage I n u r n  and to prevent strike. 1 Wage cuts immediately foltmed the conferen-. Further 
in temSdon of W r  continued to increase unemployment. 
The Chrgsler Cmpration in Detroit dmed down and laid off 
some xopao men. Ford laid off 30,000 in his River Rouge pIant 
"in preparation for another new model." Many textile plants 
had dmdy shut down one week a month d d n g  the summer 
and were later running on a four-day week schedule. The 
minirnam amount of curtailment agreed to by a mrtain group 
of Southern cotton miUs was 2746. In November the Victor 
Talking Machine Company laid off 3,000 of its I 5,ooo workers, 
30% of the working force. SimiIax reporh came from hadreds 
of plants in various industries throughout the country. 
Homer's mobibtlon of the m p W  of industry to stimu- 
late production fded &abIy. The Andkt (Nwember aa, I 
r929) summed up the situation and showed the futility of 
such panaceas when it said: 'The deprdon itself is in large 1 
part due to what is now w e d  as the remedy, namely, 
eqmmh in industrial production." 
. 
"Unempbyment will be the greatest problem before the 
United States in the next demde," according to experts of the 
Americau hnomic  Association who dims& this ~ubfect at 
theit annual convention in Washi*, December 30, rgrq. 
"Unempl-t, now tbe nightmare of five out of every ten 
EuropawI has never been a probIem for a su&iently long 
period In the United States to jn£lueme wr politid thwght, 
but it is doubtful if that b h f d  state will continue," said 
Robert 8. W m .  Ee foresaw a more or 1- chronic state of 
industrid ~~t during the next ten year period. 
4 1 
The American working class must face the fact$. Ummp10y- 
ment is no passing phase in its Iife. For increasing milli~ng 
of the less fortunate, it has become a permanent certainty. 
.For dl ions more, it constituta a cunstantly recurring menace. 
Figures for unemploymmt in the United States are at best 
only gueswork. No national records are kept. &timaw made 
from time to time are b m d  on the most fragmentary in- 
' formation and vary according to the syrnp~es of the writer. 
The only of6cial information at present a d a b l e  is compiled 
by the United State Department of Labor from reports sent 
in by 10,- concerns in 54 manufacttuing industries. The 
I government d m  not gather these Sgures directly. It taka them from the employers' own computations which are d y  
1 
I manipulated to exaggerate payrolls and minimize the extent of unemployment. 
. Nor can the cenm data of 1930 be taken as authoritativk 
A large proportion of unemployed workers undoubtedly failed 
to repwt themselves as unemployed. Furthermore, ApriI, the 
census month, is a Eime when employment, due to seasonal 
activity in farming, building, and other Industries, is on the 
upgrade. Also every &ort has been snade by politidans and 
employers to inereax! employment totals in the month when 
the census was taken. Many of h concentrated orders dar- 
ing this period in order to give a picture of businas reawery. 
The Mayor of Memphis, Tan-, gave q & o n  to what went 
on throughout the country when he fnaugurated a a m p d p  
"to promote all work &He, at least during April!' U N ~  un- 
employment in Memphis when the census is taken," add City . 
Cmmkioner Jackson. "We won't get mother chance at the 
federal Wes for ro years." 
Dr. Hornell Hart, who made one of the few long mqp 
studies of tbe trend of unemployment, concluded that tbe 
number of unemployed for the perid 1902-1917 was never 
5 
. ,, 4 
lea than 1,000,000. The average was more neatly 2,500,000. 
This was exclusive of @culturaI workers. 
Taking Dr. Hart's figures of 2,500,000 as the average num- 
ber of workers unemployed &fore 1917, we estimate the num- 
ber out of work in 1927 as no I e s  than 6,000,~x~.  The manu- 
facturing industries s p e e d  out at least r,ooo,ooa workers 
(19x7-1927) ; the farms another ~,ow,ooo ; bituminous coal 
mines, zoo,-; the railways 3w,om. During the same period, 
3poo,ooo workers mne of Industrial age through the naturd 
increase in population. Estimating an absorption of some 
a,- workers in new and "0ourishing" industries and 
"service" mmpatio- generous e s t i m a t w d  deducting 
this number, we arrive at the 6,000,mo minimum figure for un- 
employment in the winter of x9a 7-1928. 
Further rationdhtioa of industry between r927 and 1930, 
foUowed by the crisis of 1929-1930, leads to a conservative 
estimate of at least 7,000,ooo unemployed in the crisis of 
1930. 
Tke percentage of workers unemployed varies according to 
industries, localitiesJ seasons. The general average for the 
United States is somewhere between 10 and 12% of the in- 
dustrial popnhtion. In 1928, the American Federation of 
Labor jigwed that 13% of its members were unemployed. 
The average for spa9 was ra%, but for the first four months 
of rg30 it rose to 21%, much higher than during the same 
months of 1929. A survey of working class families in New 
York made in 1929 showed 17% without jobs, 
In the state of fftinois applicants for each zoo jobs at the 
free empIoyment exchanges in the years 1920-192 7 were as 
fdm: 
Year rgao rgOI 1922 1913 1914 1925 1926 x9af 
App- for eaeh 
im jobs ....... xoa 1x8 i3q 1 1  153 147 q a  174 
By January 1928, at the height of the business depmsion of 
that perid, the number of applicants for each roo jobs had 
risen to 239; in January 1929 it was 182. In January 1930 it 
was 257. 
6 
Fluctuation by trades in Illinois during the month d 
January 1930 showed the mast extreme variations in addition 
to reflecting the general unemployment &is, In agriculture 
there were a62 applicants for every xm jobs open; in the 
buiIding industry 6 o x  ; in & r i d  occupations 561 ; in d d  
service, hot&, and restaurants 197; metals ad m a c b q  
456; m i s c e l l ~ ~  trades 330; casual workers 3 4 ;  c o w  ' 
I&r 265. XRss than IOO pitions in tbe entire state were 
available in the textile and dothing industries, the printing 
Wes, transportation and pubIic atilitia. 
In addition to the workers who have no jobs there are al- 
ways uncounted milEom yho are w o r b  only part of the 
year with corresponding loss of yearly earnings. The follow@ 
data compiled from the U. S. Department of Commerce reports 
show the actual number of workers hid off in c& indue 
tries between the k t  and worst months of rpas : 
Small& Numb 
Numb laid 
Itrd* woxk8rs wotbers 081 C 
Boot aad Bhoe .............. n16,$M rprpza s4,W A 
B-ete. .................. 165,547 r568s9 g,zS8 
Car and milmad.. 43- 4r6,@r #I&? r! .......... 
......................... Cby 1~2,636 86m 95,653 
Mmk do- .............. xmm r6sgrg r$&ao 
Women's do- .......*... qom xxqtg$ 39- 
............... 443,361 436@X$ 37,346 
machiacry ......... af3r4r8 n 1 8 , ~ x f  %%J"OL 
Folmdths,ete. .............. ~ I P M ~  376,&p 36,117 
munUm r ~ &  z7rprr 93,558 
3 
................... 
b n  a d  s t d  .............. 385354 354,053 3 1 ~  
Knit goo& .................. 193,748 1f6&a 16&6 
Lumber, ete. ................ &$,grs 464,381 trrdgg 
Motor * bdks and ~ 5 6 9 x 7  1 ~ ~ 5 5 1  6~,S6$ 
Motor&- ammbkd..... wwgl  rbp@ $3,ap6 
Paper, &. ................. ras&e raa,a&a &&8 
Printing, e t c  ................ 136,847 qodC 6,449 
Silk man$a&&g .......... r 3 8 M  rs3,58z r ~ d r d  
mrtsntum& etc ........... rfr,glo 9 3  *F?? 
Tob- .................... 123,- I I P ~ C  ~ I $ M  
Woratsd DO& .............. 1qJ74 #,*a XbagO 
The lkfassdusetb Department of Labor and Mw4dm 
a surveg. of over x,oooJ800 representative ests 
January 1918 repwted only 87.2 % of the normal w 
emplm,  and of these 22.8% were in plants operating on 
short time schedules. In o k  words, less than two-thirds of 
Massachusetts factory workers had full time jobs. 
Penks and C y c h  
Within 14 years, 1914-1928, there wwe four -periods when 
the number of anemployed ranged between four ttnd six d- 
lion. Capitalist economists accept these peaks of unempIoyment 
as inevitsbIe and coincident w i h  periods of busin- depres- 
By saving the wages of millions of workers during these 
periods white exacting intense speed-up from those still em- 
ployed, capitalist economy transfers the burden of economic 
depressions to the working class. (Between September lgap 
and January rggo workers in factories in the United States 
lost some $zoo,ooo,ooo in wages due to unemployment.) 
Business depressions in the United States occur more fre- 
quently than in any European country. That they have not 
h e n  more severe is qla ined  by the ability of a country in 
the heyday of imperialist expansion to recover from crises 
more quickly than a country where apitalism is already in a 
period of decline and decay. The general average between 
periods of business depression in European countries has been 
5.4 years while for the United States it has been only 4 years. 
Moreover, the time between periods of business depression in 
the United States has been demmshg. Between the years 
1888 and 1923 it averaged only 3.2 years. 
But the rising power of American capitdim is at an end 
and with its downward trend business d e p d m  will tend 
to become more severe, recovery dower, and the perids be- 
tween the pealrs longer, following the history of the d m m d  
swing of European qhlhrn.  
Periods of business depr-on always last longer than 
petids of prosperity. Betwmn 1873 and 188a periods 
of prosperity lasted only 42 months, whiIe periods of d e p r e  
f m Iasted 57 mon- With the gradual decline of American 
a 
capitalism the p e ~ h i s  of d e m o n  will be considerably 
lengthened with mmponding misery for the workers. 
Not only have waves of unemployment become more fm 
I quent, but the number of workers permanently unempIm increases year by year. With each new invention, each in- troduction of "dcienq'' methods, the number of a c t d  job available becomes fewer. A permanent md constantly grow- ing army of the unempIoyed is the outstanding chachristic of unempIoyment to-day. In the past eight years, over gm,mo 
workers have heem hid off permanently from the maotifactur- 
hg industries; 800,000 from agridture; 3oo,mo from the 
railrosds. Since 1923-the year of h u m  number of mhm i m p l o y k n m  rm,mo men b v e  been thmm out of tbe 
bituminous coal mines. This does not mean that the output 
in these industries has correspondingly declined. On the con- 
trary, i n u d  intensification of ' l a b  has increased he- 
mendously the productivity of the workers. 
In the maaufscturing industries prodactivity per w o h  
increased 43% from the close of the war to 1927 ; in agrid- 
ture there has been an increase of P 77% ; w the railroads, x 3% ; 
in bituminous cod, 23%. Highly developed production 
industries, such as automobile manufacturing, have increased 
output per worker 310% abwe the p w a r  level. M men 
now do the work formerly r-ed of 1x8 in the loading of 
pig-iron; one man replam 42 in v t i n g  open hearth fur- 
~aces. On oil burning steamship dm firemen, tbree each 
watch, replace the former stoking crew of 120. men. One auto- 
mobile company produced I-% more cam in r917 by em- - 
ploying d y  ro% more workers. A large copper rdhing ODILE, ' ' . 
pmy reduced its skilled and unskXed working f o m  fYrm 
578 men to 233 with a rap increase in output.-h rr -9,' 
milI in bx iq tm,  N. C., each waver bad his looms w; '
from 24 to 72, wbile d y  6 of the rg weavers ! 
employed were kept to operate these 72 Ioom. Cotton weavers 
are quite commonly expected to double the number of looms 
they have been in the Wit of tending. The same is true in 
other textile l h ~  as well as in practically every other Ameri- 
can industry. 
Working Rows 
Hours of work have not been reduced to compensate for the 
terrific pace at which industry is run. Hardy more than x% 
of the workers enjoy the much advertised pday 40-hour week. - 
,Even in the organized trades where there are union agree- 
ments the average h m  per week are about 45. For the great ' 
majority of Amerimn work= 50,60 and even 70 hours a week 
are the rule. betbird of the workers operating blast furnaces 
in the steel milk work between 60 and 84 hours a week. 
The teadmw of -pitalist production bday is to have 
fewer workers on the payroll; to speed these workers to the 
very limit of their strength ; to fie those unable to keep up the 
pace; to lay off the entire working force in periods of crisis 
and "readjustment" ; and to rehire at lower average wages if 
and when the plant reopens. 
In this furious production drive, the older worker is the 
one mmt apt ta lag behind, the fist candidate for unemploy- 
ment, the least likely to be rehired. It has been &mated that 
there are in the country about 2,om,aoo p e m ~ t  least one. 
third of the popuhtion 65 yms of age and over-unemployed 
and unprovided for. A few states give a miserable pittance 
d k d  a pension to per- a thousand of thew unfortunates. 
The others drift to the cbarities and to the poor h o w .  Here, 
herded in filthy and overcrowded barracks, fed like animals, 
robbed of all pretense of self-respect and privacy, thew aged 
poor Iive out the last chapter of their exploitation, 
Into thdt r a d a  now come a new supply of cast-offs, work- 
ers in the prime of life, forty, fifty, sixty years old. Among 
them are skilled m ~ c s  whose skill is no longer requited 
by the machina; musicians throwIl wt d work by the 
- A  
F f l a e s "  and the radio; craftsmen whose m f u l  efforts are 
too slow and costly for the super-machine* These men we able 
lrnd anxious to work but capitalist society has no work for 
them. 
Chad mot 
On the other hand, the employers see to it that there L work 
for m3liops of children and youth. Children of 14 may ga 
to work in 41 states. Only two stat= have fixed the working 
t ~ g e  at ~6mabove.Inthexemainiagstatea the worlsbg~k 
MOW 14. Georgia allows a 60-hour week for 14--4 a- 
d r e n i n ~ e p l a n t s . I f o r p h a n s o r c h i l ~ o f w i ~ , h y  
m y  go to work at rr .  Wsshippi alIows boys of za to work 
in We. Child labor is cheap. Tbe w e a y  earnings of one- 
f d  of Pennsylvania's child Lborers f less than $ ~ . r $  an 
i cording to a mcmt report of the DepWmnt of Lab a d  Industry of h t  state. mbslf of the chiidren tamed leas 
than $8.50 a we&. T%is is the reason d d d  labor lam ats 
inadequate, weak and ihgrantly violated. While millions of 
i adults m unmfloyed, the children of the working c b s  m 
expIoited by capitalist industry, Wed, maimed or stunted for 
life. 
Slm& wages 
"There b no large c h  in the United States," sap Jalhrs 
Klein, Assistant Secretary of Commerce (New Ymk T h e ,  
December zg, I gag) "which fs without ambition to posses the 
good things of life or wi$W purckapkg power k c o ~ d  
a dm& meawe of t h F  This is a direct misrepresentatim 
of fact. 
In 1927 the yearly income of workers engaged in 
tare averaged only $x,3orqo while the cost of Bvhg d a 
worker's family in the United States is estimated by the €Ih 8, 
Bureau of Labor Statisti= at about $2,200 fox the 
$10- a year in xgr8. 'In fact, 23% of all 
were m tbe 'Llmder $I-" class. 
In the early months of 1929, the average daily wage far 
miners dropped 20% from 97.03 in rgaz to $5.50 in rg2g. But 
since the war, work in the mines has h e n  exceedingly irregu- 
lar, and in 1928 the men ,were working only two-thirds of pos- 
sible working time. As a resalt, in not one mining state in 
1928 did the yearly earnings average as much as $ 1 2 ~ .  In 
Virginia they averaged only $972, in Ohio $833 and in Karma 
$&+. Th3s me- only $19, $16 and $ramso a week to live on. 
Appeals to charity are the inevitable result of such degrada-' 
tion of the workers' standard of Iiving. A recent study of xooo 
f d e s  applying for aid at three Boston socid agenkies 
showed the majority of women had b n  earning only $10 to 
$z4 a week while the men averaged between $ 2 0  and $24 
a w*. 
The incoma of 90% of s group of f d e s  studied by tbe 
Department of Labor in Racine, Wis., and Springfield, Mass., 
during the 1920-or industrial depmion dropped from between 
$roo md $$75 a month to between $25 and $~ca a month. 
This 50% '0 in the the t a ~  scanty pay envelope included 
not only what the father could pick up temporarily, but also 
the w m  of the mother and children, savings taken from the 
bank, food and other n-sities purchased on mdit, and aid 
from datives and relief agencies. Over 80% of the families 
went inta debt. Over half of the fadies  bad to turn to charity 
for relief. 
Private charity is the medium through which the employing 
c h  in the United States completes the degradation and sub- 
sedmce of the workers. Since there is no maintenance of the 
unemployed by the govemnent, the institution of private 
charity is the only choice which stands between the stranded 
worker and starvrttioa 
fob E w t i ~ g  
In ~918,  when the removal of hundreds of thousands of 
workers from industry to the battle front caused a maxked 
shortage of labor, the federal government was quick to wme 
xa 
to the aid of the war profiteer. Over a million dollars was ap- 
propriated by the President and Congres to build up and co- 
ordinate state and city employment &oes. In the short period 
of nine months wer 800 free public employment aces were 
functioning. The United States Employment Ma," ssys 
rsador Lubin in a statement to the Senate Conbittee inmti- 
gating unemployment in 1928-39, "was o r p n h d  p r h d y  to 
help those industries which bad beea crippled by the low of 
man power, rather than to help workers secure jobs!' The 
United States Employment Service was scrap@ as soon as 
workers became plentiful and jobs scarce. In x919 the federal 
appropriation for the h c e  had been cut to $400,000. Tbe 
present approprhtion is only $zoo,om and the free employ- 
ment offices now number but 170 in 35 stam. The i n a d e q ~  
of thee &ces b shown by the following table: 
l%-w w m ~p F m  Pvmu: E- mom 
35 S T A ~  I I T ~  'W D B ~  W COL- Af- 
m r n  Nuhmm m W m  E m r m - ~ p z B  
b x .  
No. %'= .... 
wsge 
No. Earnem 
State 0- in State 
........... Arizona r ro$m 
Arkamus .......... 4 50%- 
W o r a i s  ......... 1 2  r,aro,m 
ConnectiFut ....... 7 472,coo 
Delaware ......... I 74- 
Dlst. of Columbia.. r t & p p  
.......... Georgia X p03- 
........... I h o i s  17 n,iaa+ 
A Indiana ........... 5 8pepoo 
Iowa ............. 3 687- 
gaasas ............ 5 49- 
Kentucky ......... r 6 8 1 ~  
LoubhM ......... g $45looo 
Maine ............ t 
......... MaqylrJld 1 482- 
Bdamdiwtta ..... 4 1$89poo 
Bdlchiam ......... I 1  1,579- 
........ Mimaws 6 7~6poo 
b u r i  .......... 
Nevada ....,...... 
New Hampshire , . . 
New e m y  ....... 
NM & O& ........ 
North Carolina .... 
Ohio ............. 
Oklahoma m.. 
-on ........... 
P c n n s y l d  ...... 
Rhoda fsland ...... 
Luth Dakota ..... 
T!$meEeE ......... 
Vermont .......... 
Virginia ... ; ...... 
wut V* ..... 
WiscOmh ......... 
W y o ~  a,....... 
Thirteen states have not even me public empioym~t &ca , . 
Molt of the existing offiw M nothing but corrupt 
sinecures where workers waste their time in uselma quests for 
jobs. Moreover, the complete domination of politim by the 
corporations makes the sendizig of scabs to take the place 
of striking w o r k  a logid faction of tbese agencies. 
The state of Wisconsin operates one of the "more efkient'' 
public empIoyment &ces. The director of the Employment 
Service appoints an Advisory C o d t t e e  with four represents- 
tmes of the employers, four of the trade unions (& F. of L.), 
and one a'irn~rtid" person. 'WNinety-five per cent of the a p  
pliwts ta the public employment &a," says Prof. John R. 
Commons, in advocating this arrangement for the rest of the 
country, "come from the ranks of the unorganieed. The m n 1 ~  
1 
jactw~s' ski% of the committee is always going to potat 
wmgmktd kbor. T h o  m nrot going to  let t k m  be distlhi- - 
traded ug&d by tke urrjou." In this comection it is important ' 
to note tbat among the representatives of the employers on 
the Milwaukee advisory committee is the secretary of the em- 
ployment department of the state metal trades association, a 
rabid anti-union strike-breaking organization. 
The obvious persons to administer an employment service 
in the interests of the workers would be a committee rqresent- 
I 
ing those "95% of the workers" who use the employment 
offices. But representation from councils or committees of 
the unempIoyed is relished neither by the open shop employers - 
who want workers at their own price, nor by the A. F. of L. ' 
craft unions who fear the revolutionmy temper oI the anem- 
ploy&, Commons dearly expose his attitude toward labor 
.when he says: "The unorgdmd are not doing any fighting at 
all. They are not engaged in any political movements to 
mount to anything. They we Negroes a d  other c h s s s  of 
f lof le  und are aderissd-'by the Milwaukee oji~d-tht it is 
ht@ssibb fw thm mw to select a person that wo& refle- 
s d  t h . "  
In the -time thousands of f-ging employment 
agencies continue to flourish in every state. Their putpose is 
twofold : h t ,  to make the greatest profit m b l e  from the 
14 
I 
plight of the unemployed, and second, to assist tbe employers 
by supplying sxbs to break 9 t h .  Althougb a few of 
private employment offices maintain a high standard of tech- 
nical efficiency, the majority are run by persons without special 
training. All of them charge high f a ,  which in many instan- 
amount to as much as an entire mth's salary. The OLW!M@? 
fee charged for all jobs by the private employment ~ O B S  in 
California in 1928 was $3.513~ and for & r i d  and c o d  
jobs the average fee was $r3.71. In c o m p w  these avertags 
aU jobs were included men tkorrgh tkey IQstd d y  otre day. 
Petty graft and -orbitant fees, fee splitting and m h p -  
sentation of conditions of employment, r e f 4  to return fees 
when jobs were not supplied, catering to commerdabd vice 
by sending girls to places of 11 repu-these are some of 
the facts brought out in acid probes of private employmat 
agencies for the ;eat 7s years. "Fkivate agencies," 8Utm 
Lubin in the most recent of investigations c o n d u d  
by the U. S. Senate in 1928-29, "have been deliberstely 
known to send unfit men to certain jobs in the howled@ 
thrtt the workers would not be kept on, thus making it pm- ' 
sible in a short while to secure a serond fee. Ohe FbuwyI~ 
vanilr licensed agency was recently reported to have made 
arrangements with a factory foreman by which the f m  
was paid $5.00 far every man taken on from this agent, aad 
$zoo for every man discharged. The men were kept on the 
job a week, were paid every Friday and the -tion was 
that they would return to the agent for a new job the fol- 
lowing Monday." 
F&ging private employment agencies are mddtyg' 
specid pxiviIega at the hands of the ~~t 3 tb 
expense of the &lions of workers who are fd ta u s  
them every day. In refusing the state of New Jersey tbe gm&. 
to limit exorbitant fees, the Supreme Court of the U-. 
States ruled that "the employment business 
substantid character front the b& o 
broker, abip brolrer, mercbaadise broker, or 
In no statement could the capitalist conception of labor as a 
mmmdity to be bought and sold on the market be more 
clearly defined. 
Employers ddiberateIy advertise for more workers than 
they actually need. By this means they keep a steady stream 
of applicants at the gate from amwg whom they are abIe 
to chome the yormgest, strongest, and cheapest labor. The 
employment manager of an electric light and power company 
stated frankIy that he wanted to have just many men am- 
ing to him as posible. 'We interview every one that comes," 
he said, '<and if we haven't a job, we encourage him to keep 
at us until we do have something." 
The following descriptions of conditions throughout the 
wuntry published by Tke Daily Worker in the winter of 
rgzg-rg30 are typical of those in hundreds of cities : 
Phifaddphk, Pa.: The other day one of the t b t e r s  of Philadel- 
phia advertised for a man and the nert mmbg not less than 5000 
workers responded to the ad 
New&, N. J.: Thee thousand unemployed stormed the gates of the 
Ford Motor Company, Kearuy, NN. J., and the police were & out 
f o r a y  to maintain or&. The city employment bureau bas 700 to 
1000 applicantn daily. 
Chicago, Ill: Ten thousand~workm stormed the LeIter stores at Van 
Buren and State Streets seeking work during the firm's recent liqui- 
dation d e .  Police reserves were d d  in twice against th workers. 
But probably the most extreme examples of mile-long lines 
of men in mch of joh come from the automobile centers 
of Michigan. Robert Durn dram many striking picture of 
the plight of these workers in his Lubw and Automobilar : 
In February 1928, when u n e m m e n t  prevailad among General 
Motors workers in Mint, bus loads of almost p e m h a  workers, bound 
from fisouri and the South, in answer to advextisements, were 
brought to the city. Th mea said they had read advertisements for 
r6 
help in farm and weekly papers &orking them to "come to Flint and 
mri $10 a day." 
On one Monday morning, Iate in March 1930, some 20,000 
unemployed workers waiting in front of the Ford River Rouge 
plant at Detroit were brutally dispersed by palice who hurled 
tear bombs and swung clubs. The crowd had gathered, some 
as early as 6 o'clock the previous night, on a rumor that 
thousands would be hired. In the morning they discovered 
the rumor was a fake. When some refused to move and 
pushed over the fence surrounding the phnt the mounted 
poIice rode them down sending many to the hospital and the 
police station. 
"Smash the unemployed" continued to be the order of the 
day at Ford's. A month ftrter a worker standing in line with 
rtpm others at the scune plant was Idled by a policeman. 
Eyewitnesses described the murder to a Fedtwated Press 
reporter : 
A n d  cop  were waking up and dawn the line. When they couldn't 
find trouble they tried to start it. They displayed their guns and club 
arrogantly and abused the jobless without provacrrtion. X t  so happened 
that this one fellow was dightty out of line, although he bad been 
there since $ the night before. He was tired, hungry and cold. The 
cop got nasty with him and tried to pull him out of line. The w o r k  
refused to get out of line. He said he'd been there for many nighis 
and he wasn't going to get out because a cop told him to. ' h e  
policeman raised bis dub and b r d t  it down with smaahipg force 
behind the man's ear. The man fell like a log. He dim make a move. 
The cop looked surprised and called for a wagon. They threw the 
dead man on and drove off while cops began busting up the line. 
b k i n g  for a job in the United States today is costly, 
wasteful, brutal, and, except for the more fortunate few, 
hopelm. The entire system of inadequate and corrupt public 
employment offices, fee-charging unregda ted private agencies, 
uncontr01led newspaper advertising and strike-breaking a p  
paratus is designed to assist the employet and to v i c t b  
the worker. A nationally operated system of free public em- 
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pbyment Dffices, under workers' control, ders the d y  
medium for removing such abuses and putting an end to the 
emplqnmt markets used as a whip over the workers at every 
factory gate. 
Public Works 
The undertaking of public works in pkiods of business 
depression is hailed by apologists for the capitalist system as a 
curdl  for unemploymat. "Stabilizing prosperity," Mr. 
Hoover called it in his prdection campaign following the 
unemployment crisis of 5127-28. And Hoover's mouthpiece, 
Governor Brewster of Maine, gave this glowing description 
of the project: 
Picture the approach of an economic crisis with unemployment 
threatening on every hand. The reIease of three billions in construction 
conhch would remedy or meliorate this situation. Follow the bw of 
these &me billions to tbe contractor, to the laborer, to the material 
man, to the factory, to the factory employee, to the merchants, to the 
farmer. It goes like the house &at Jack built and unemployment is at 
an end. 
Speaking in supprt of tbis measure during the m n t  
Senate inmtigation, Xsador Lubin disclosad a most significant 
feature of the plan, "During recessions," he said, "when pri- 
vate demand is usrrally small, the government could W e  
purchases under much more favorable conditions than would 
otherwise be possible. At the same t h e  it wodd be able to  
secure i ts  requhd labor at tower wages." 
On beEoming Resident, however, Mr. Hoover let even this 
camodqe for 4'stabiliaation" drop. The Jon& BilI which 
modestly appropriated $I$O,W,OOO as a "prosperity r m e "  
was defeated in Janueuy 1929. Senator King, in registering 
, his vote against the measure, put in one sentence the gw- 
ernment'li attitude toward the workers. "We had better post- 
pone action on this matter for a year, when hard times will 
come?' 
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Hard times did come, in IESS tbaxl a year. But the Presi- 
dent's recommendation for "stabibhg prosperity" by gw- 
ernmental appropriations for construction shrank from three 
billion to $17$,ooo,mo to &e& ovm a period of den years. 
Writing in ~e December as issue of Tkg Nation on "Pros- 
perity by Proclamation,'' A t f d  Bemheim says : 
I see no jlrstikation for any stimate which placm the e*cess rg30 
capital expansion budget of government and corpratim cambid 
above $75o,m,ooo and the wage share of that total sl wilnot afford 
fulI-time employment for more than between x75,ooo and aoo,ooo 
men. is c d y  not an inexhaustiik r-ir of jobs, and offers 
little hope that new constnlction work can take are of my marked 
increase of unemployment. 
Official figures received by S. W. Straw & Co. from 588 
citim and towns of the country for building permits issued 
in December xgag show a loss of 3976 compared with the 
same month of 1928. For the entire year the same centers 
revealed a loss of 12% from rga8 and 13% from 1927. "The 
dedine in building," states the Stram Review, "it would a p  
pear, mwt go $ti# fwthw." (Italics mine.) Building activity 
in New York City during December fell more than 50% 
behind December 1928, Permits in Chicago were more than 
$ roo,ooo,ooo below x928 and $r~o,ooo,wo behind 192 7. 
Nor did the usual spring "pick-up" in building activity in 4 
1930 measure up to previous years. A. F. of L. figma show 
that in April, 407% of the building trades membership was 
still out of work, an improvement of only 1% over Mar&. 
This was in marked contrast to previous years. For in xgap 
the decrease in unemployment from Much to April wag 5% I 
and in 1928, after the crisis, it was 6%. 
These facts give the Iie to the myth of b h  stability. I 
plans for increased building activity OII which the en* i I Hoover program for unemployment relief concentrated bust 
like a bubble. 
It is obvious that appropriations for public worh wiU not 
solve the problem of unempIoyment. Even if a ~lt l thdde 
building program of the kind suggested by Hoover in his pre- 
election campaign were seriously undertaken, it would provide 
work for hardly more than a few thousand men. But this 
theory that appropriations for pubIic works will solve the 
problem of unemployment will continue to be put forward 
by the =pitalist state not only because it spreads the illu- 
sion that unemployment a n  be wiped out but also because 
of the increased power it gives a capitalist government to use 
such appropriations-whether voted by city, state, or nation- 
to depress wages and further exploit the workers. 
The Senate 'clnvestigatd' 
Appointed in May 1928 '90 investigate the causes of unem- 
ployment and recommend such legislation as smms advisable," 
the Senate Committee on Education and Labor sidetqped 
every propod which could be of any real value to the 
workers. 
The committee took no evidence on the question of speed-up 
and the countless efficiency methods directly responsible for 
the increasing accumulation of the unemployed. And it dis- 
missed the fundamental problem of shortening hours in these 
words : "The printed ev iden~ubmi t i ed  to the commit- 
contains suggestions of the shortened work-day and the re- 
duced working week, , . . However, in the time your com- 
mittee had for this subject, no opportunity presented itself 
for the consideration of legislation an the subject and your 
committee has nothing to suggest at tbis time." Regarding 
crises, which throw additional miMons of workers on the 
streets, the committee Ief t to private industry "recognition of 
its r~ponsibility to stabilize employment witbin the industry." 
The committee hesitated to go farther than to recommend 
the reorganization of the United States Employment Service 
"as completely detached from the operation of exchange 
throughout the statts as it is possible to be!' With no pro- 
p a l s  for federal appropriations, trained s M  or workers' 
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control, this mtinues to leave the worker at the mercy of the 
corporation employment d q a h e n t a  and the  upd do us 
private employment sharks. 
'(The government shodd adopt legislation without delay," 
is the sole constructive proposal of the committee, "which 
would provide a system of pIarrnisg public works, so that they 
wodd form a rewve against unemployment in times of 
depression." We have dready seen the real purpose of this 
proposal, its utter inadequacy, and the government's failure 
to take even this feeble step for the relief of the ~~~employed. 
Unemployment insuranae, the most esential and immediate 
measure for the assistance of the unemployed, is dismissed 
as inadvisabIe and called "government interference!' Private 
employers should be permitted and encouraged to adopt the 
system of unemployment insurance best suited to the partic- 
ular industry, is the comniittee's proposal. 
These conclusions on unempIoyment insurance which vir- 
tually amount to instructions to employers' lobbies and poli- 
ticians to oppose all measures for state or federal legisIation 
were no accident, nor were they wholIy the result of the 
deliberations of the Senate Committee. They were definite 
orders from President Hoover, who is always on the alert to 
protect the interests and promote the profits of private bud- 
ness. Speaking before a meeting of managers of the Melo- 
politan Life huranw Company while he was still Secretary 
of Commerce, Mr. Hoover characterid unemployment insur- 
ance in the hands of the government as "the encroachment 
of bureaucracy into the daily life of our people," w M e  rec- 
ommending private insurance contributed to by the employer 
as prwiding "one of the greatest safe$pww& t o  o w  s& 
stabiJity." (Italics mine.) 
It is not in the increased profits to the life insutanm 
companies, that we are here so much concerned, although that 
is of great importance as tbw companies are powerful oppo- 
nents of social insurance, (The legal reserve Iife insunrnce can- 
@es of the United States commanded in zgag assets of 
ar 
seventeen billion dollars for investment purpases.) It is in 
the suggestion that unemployment insurance in private hands 
can "provide one of the peatest sltfeguards to our social 
stabilityY14.e., to capitalist explai tation of the working class. 
The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company was not slow to 
grasp thm. implications in the Hoover address. "Might it not 
be one solution of the problem," declares their memorandum 
submitted to the Senate committee, "to have life insurance 
companies undertake for employers the trusteeship of indus- 
trial depression reserves, or unemployment premiums, and 
agree to pay cerbais mtlconds to  certain employws under 
prescribed conditions? . . . Such contract might well provide 
that no employee should be covered until at Ieast six months' 
employment had been rendered ; that for the purpose of the 
contract unemployment would be defined as time lost through 
the inability of the employer to provide work, and thd vob- 
lrntmy resignations or diswtbsds ota account of i f i e f i c k y  
were risks not insured against. Under such a contract the real 
purpose of unemployment insurance might be xmmplishd, 
while & o m ,  wanderers, those who hawe a Jack of mwd fiber, 
imadeqasate meMd or Physical eql~i#mmt, lack of p d g m d ,  
adwwse fortunes, etc., would be left to their owtt resources." 
(Italics mine.) 
Any militant worker who strikes, any unfortunate worker 
who cannot keep up the pace, any "agitator" who is fired for 
"lack of judgment," could be victimiaed under such a private 
I insurance agreement by being left to starve, or to put it more 
subtly, '$left to his own resources." And any employer who 
makes ngr-ents with the left wing unions would find him- 
self operating outside of the "pmcribed conditions." A l t d y  
the United States Department of Labor has given sharp evi- 
dence of its intentions to interfere dong W a r  lim by 
warning Brooklyn employers against agreements with the 
Independent Shoe Workers' Union, a left wing organizatiw. 
The "DismksaP' Wage 
As has been already pointed out, the policy of the employ- 
ing class is to cut down to the lowest limit the numbex of its 
workers, makiag use of wery method of speed-up to maintain 
and increase production with this reduced workhg force. 
Unemployment insurance is an obligation which the q r a -  
tions have no intention of assuming even though the benefits 
paid are negligible. 
L e s  th;LII 12,000 workers in the United States were covered 
, 
by private insurance schemes in 1928. These schemes are 
nothing but "weIfare bait" by means of which workers are 
kept unorganized, speeded up, and used as shock troops in 
production drives. 
The Crmker McElwain Paper Co. used unernpIoyment in- 
surance to reward s t r i k e - W e r s  and weaken the anion. In 
1920 when the skilled workers took the jobs of the unskilled 
who were on strike, the mmpany introduced unemployment 
insurance as a reward, Workers must be with the company 
five years before receiving rn employment guarantee of 52 
weeks a year. In 1927 the company had about 400 workers, 
less than half of whom were covered by employment guaran- 
tees. Wages for these "guaranteed" workers have been steadily 
redual in comparison with the "non-privileged" employees. 
Workers of the United Diamond Works, the only non- 
union cutting factory In the diamond industry, must be with 
the company six months to become e b l e  to unemployment 
benefits. Factory employees receive 25% of their average 
earnings, while men in supervisory positions get 50, 75, and 
in some casa, 100% of their wages. Women ofice workers 
r d v e  5 0 9 ,  but factory hands get only 2076. fRss than rwr 
workers are covered. 
Forty-eight weeks' employment with full pay is assured 
workers who have been six months or more with the Practer 
and Gamble Co., soap manufacturers. "The company r-rves 
the right to discharge any employee at any time for any # 
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cause and to transfer any employee to work other than that 
at which he is regularly employed." Tbis includes the arbitrary 
imposition of wage cuts and overtime. Thus the working force 
can be constantly manipulated to Jet out employees eligible 
for pensions. 
Witb business instability increasing in the face of a deeg 
ening world economic crisis, an even less burdensome device is 
being adopted by the "weIfare7' group of open shop corpora- 
tions. This is the "dismissal wage." By means of it, Iarge 
, numbers of workers are arbitrarily dismissed by the payment 
of one, two or tbree weeks' salary, according to length of 
senrice, good behavior and similar qualEcations stipulated 
entirely by the corporations. 
Tbe D d s o n  Mfg. Co., substituting the "dismissal wage" 
for its former unemployment insurance scheme, provides "that 
in case of long continued depiasioros,'' discharged workers, 
otber than those "who have been empIoyed on a prrdy 
temporary basis, shgl be given two weeks' notice or shall 
be. paid for the same period!' (Monthly Labor Rm'ew, April 
1930.) The Columbia Conserve Co., which works its office 
force with no extra pay from 70 to 80 hours a week in the 
busy season, has also substituted the "dismissal wage" idea- 
two weeks' sdary "to hdp tide them over until they can get 
another job." (TtaIis mine.) 
From one week's pay for services of from 6 to 9 months 
to one month's salary to employees with wer 5 years' service, 
is the contribution of the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & 
Power Co. of New York, except for workers paid on an hourly 
basis. Workers in the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. must 
show jive years' service to be entitled to the one month's salary 
"dismissd wage." 
The fact that the majority of workers in the United States 
are unorganized makes it possible for the employing class to 
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pit one worker against motber in the scramble for jobs, to 
replace the worker who falls behind in the production drive 
with a younger and more willing pace-setter. More than this, 
the American Federation of Labw is organized to ensure the 
best paying jobs and steadiat employment for a labor aris- 
t m c y  whfcb represents primarily the skilled craftsmen and 
the least expIoited of the American workets. The result is n 
wage division of workers by categories starting with the labor 
of childten and you& which is the lowest paid. The fact that 
Negroes are paid less tban white workers for the same job, 
are worked longer hours aad are forced into $e lowest paid 
and most menid tasks, exposes them to special discriminatIm. 
The American Federation of Labor has played directly into 
the hands of the white master class ia its use of race preju- 
dike to divide the workers. Negroes are d u d e d  from the 
majority of A. F. of L. unions. Where they have forced their 
way into the unions in spite of barriers, they are discrindnated 
against in the cboice of jobs or are m e g a t e d  Into Jim Crow 
orgmhtions. Jobs whwe Negro labor predominates are prac- 
tically unorganized-for exampIe, in steel, tobacco, transport, 
lumber, mining, and farming. 
The American Federation of Labor has repeatedly opposed 
a national system of unempi-t insurance. With 7 p 0 , m o  
workers unempIoyed it wmtinu~ to p d  the &hame 
of p r m t  w q g s  as a cure for unemployment. The theory that 
high w w  mean spding power and spendhg power in the . 
hands of the 34,om,ooo workem of the country will keep the 
wheels of industry going and prevent unemployment is even 
theoretically incorrect under capitalism. The employing class 
will continue to withdraw as profits all the tr&c will bmr, 
and allocate as wages the minimum that the workers will 
stand. The million3 of unemployed have nothing to spend. 
Only, unemployment insurance taken from the pro6ts of the 
employers wil l  give the ~11employed an equivalent to wages. 
The representatives of the A F. of L. and the Railway 
Brotherhoods who pticipated in the White Holrse MWfwence 
following the Wall Street crash of November r929 made the 
statement that "while the present disturbed condition existed 
they would not advocate demands for higher wages. In t a k k g  
$Ads #usition they s t a f d  that they effectively peumtd any 
employer from attempting to r e d m  wages? (Italics mine.) 
Actually wage cuts were being made at the very time the 
A. F. of L. oficids were bragging that "for an employer to 
attempt a reduction in  wag^^ now would mean the opposition 
of the President of the United States and all other Federal 
autbority." For the weapon of the strike, for the active organi- 
zation of the unorganized, for a nationwide de&d for work 
or its equivalent in wages, the A. F. of L. substituted peaceful 
persuasion and cuwardly retreat. Says John P. Frey, writing 
in the Bulletin of the Metal Trades Dept. of the A. F. of L.: 
"It is the responsibility of the American trade unionists to 
coiiperate in every way possible with broad-minded far-seeing 
employers, and to use the organizations they have built up to 
prevent a continuaxice of the economic sin of instd5cient 
wages." It is worth noting that "the organktion the em- 
pIoyers have built up" in Frey's own industry-the metal 
trades-is one of the most violent anti-don organizations 
in the country. 
"In cdperating in every way possible with the employers," 
the A. F. of L. is helping w e  employers to introduce the 
very production drives and efficiency schemes that make for 
anempIoyment and the mumulation of the unemployed. Here 
is one exampIe of this policy. In 1927, about 75,ooo workers 
employed in the milway shops of the Baltimore and Ohio 
Railroad, were brought under zl scheme known as "union 
management cijperation." Tn 1923, there were empIoyed in 
the B. & 0. repair shop a working force ranging from some 
22,000 men in January to abut 29,000  in June and July, 
the peak production period of the year. Fm ten months in 
the year the working force was wed over q,ooo mm, After 
A. F- of L. "stabilization" had gone into effect, the working 
force fell to 2x,ow in January and 18,000 in December. For 
a6 
& months in b k ~  -yew a b d  io,ooo m m  w a e  m @ y d .  
Thus 5,000 workers had been permanently laid dl as a result 
of the union management &peration p h .  Thme are the 
figum of the A. F. of L. ( M ~ h 2 y  Smey  01 Bwhms, 
November 1929.) 
The organized worker already feek sharply the cer@hty 
of unemployment. The very fact tbat capitalist ratiomlhtion 
has no need for skill: or craftmawhip among the rptass of 
workers makes the A. F. of L. membemhip increasingly liable 
to be laid off, for the l a r p t  proportion of union members 
are the older Wled craftsmen. 
Recent figures support this contention. In January 1930, 
19% of union members were out of work as ccimpared with 
18% at the highest point in the winter of 1928; in March the 
figure was 21%. In Chicago the number of union building 
tradm workers mempfoyed in January 1930, was 45%; in 
St. Louis, 42%; in New York City, 40%, while 80% was 
the figure given out by a building trnda o6chl in Idhum 
apolis. "In metal trade," states the A d a n  P d e r c s t W  
(February ~ 9 3 0 1 ,  "75% more are out of work tbis year than 
last, and there have been large increases in 8 cities abtce 
December." 
A s a m e t h o d o f ~ ~ ~ p , c e r t a h ~  ' 
have instituted u ~ ~ @ o p e ~ t  bents or have wxmd qpm': 
mts wi& tbe 
ment hurance 
3&0,ooo m g d d  wmkm in the Uni j wesmmts entirely, or through a joint fund to wwkm and employers hawe mtributed. Attempts ta solve the 
ment lias, not in a @ d m  industry, but in the capitalist 
s-m as a whole. Moreover, the forces of the trade unions 
at the present stage of their developmeat in the United States 
are far too sattered, weak and corruptly led, to gain insur- 
feat- which will even approximate w- for the full 
period of unemployment. The taxing of the membership either 
in whole or in put for unemployment benefits places a burden 
on the workers which shodd be borne entirely by the empIoy- 
ing cIass. In addition, by substituw a voluntary fr-tary 
system of unemployment insurance for a national gwetnment 
system, the unorganized millions are left wholly unprovided 
for* 
An analysis of the union out-of-work benefits and joint 
unemployment insurance agreements in opmtion in the vari- 
ous unions proves only tea dearly the truth of these state- 
ments. k s  tban 1000 workers are covered by trade union 
out-of-work benefits, and payments are negligible. The Dia- 
mond Workers' Union of New York pays 9 x 2  a week for a 
maximum of q weeks; the International Siderographers psy 
$5 a week for 26 weeks; New Ymk Typographical No. 6 
pays $14 a week. 
Joint agreements guaranteeing a specified number of weeks' 
empIoymeat with the alternative of a limited amount of 
unemployment insurance have been adopted by a mere handful 
of unions: the United Wall Paper Crafts, the Cloth Cap and 
Millinery Workers, the Amalgamated Lace Operati=, the 
Amalgamated Clothing Workers, and the International Ladies 
Garment Workers. Except in the Cleveland market the 
scheme3 undertaken by the International Ladies Garment 
Workers' Union have been suspended. 
The qremmt with the employers ip the wall p a p  in- 
dustry covers 582 members and guarantees 50 weeks' employ- 
ment, 45 weeks at full pay and the remaining 5 weeks at 
half pay. The agreement of the Cloth Cap and Millinery 
W o r h  covers 3900 workem and guarantees 48 weeks' work 
a year or unemployment bedtt. It is confined to cap makers. 
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For New York City the benefit amouuts to a maximum'of 
$10 a week for men and $7 for women, not to exmd seven 
we& a year in an industry where wages average $40 a week 
for men and $a8 for women The employers are the sole mn- 
tributors to the fund, paying 3% of the payroll, while ad- 
ministration is Ieft entirdy to the union. 
The agreement of the Amalgamated Lam .Optatives 
covers about 300 workers, the employers contributing 50 cents 
a week for each worker and employees an equal amount. 
Members of the International Ladits Garment Workers . 
of Cleveland were forced by union officials to accept s 15% 
wage cut when their unemployment insurance scheme was 
initiated. The scheme was started in May 1921 and guar- 
anteed 40 d s '  empIoyment or two-thirds of the -um 
wage earned for the number of weeks in which empIoyment 
fell short of m weeks. The guarantee was extended to 41 
weeks in r922, but in 1924 the b&t was cut to one-half the 
minimum wage, The fund was made up entirely of contribu- 
'ons fmm the employers, but t h e  ~ V & S  were a c t d y  urn 
fro111 the workers in tka form of wage m t s .  By 1924 workers 
had bem forced to take wage cufs of 25% in order to get bat% 
a possibIe 50% of their wages for a Iimited number of w& 
of unemployment, Moreover "standards of production" were 
agreed to which mdted in a marked reduction in the n u m k  r I 
of workers emplofed in the Cleveland market. Those who 
were forced to leave tbe industry were in no way corn- 
F-ted. 
Both of the schemes started by the 1L.G.W.U. in the 
Nei York market have been abandoned. The agreement in 
the d m s  industry was entered into in February 1925 and &- 
continued in ApriI 1926. Workers contributed I% of their 
earnings and the employers 2% of the payroll. By Apd ~916 
union members had paid $xgo,oca Into the fand. TIWI 
players' contributions &odd have been double this mmmt, 
$26o,ooo, for their union payrd and $~oq,ooo for theIx Ial- 
ag 
union payroll, rnakhg a total of $364,000. Actually they paid 
in only $5o,ooo. 
No unemployment benefits were ever paid from the fund. 
The plan was abandoned in April 1926, the workers' contri- 
bution being returned to the union, and that of the employers 
to their organization. 
The agreement in the cloak and suit branch of the New 
York union was even more disastrous. The union had om- 
nally asked that the scheme be hnced entireIy by the em- 
pIoyers. However, in the strike which took place in 1924, 
the commission appointed by the h e r n o r  ruled otherwise, 
and union officials accepted a plan of I$ of wages to be 
paid by the workers, with 2% of payroll to be paid by the 
employers. A joint board administered the fund. 
Payments began August 4, 1924, and b e d t s  were to start 
June r, 192 5, the intermediate period being d m e d  for the 
fund to m u l a t e .  The fund was suspended January I z, 
1927. In the meantime the entire Joint Board--the Left Wing 
-had been @ed from the union, the membership intimi- 
dated and the union disrupted. 
At the time of the s u q m s b  of the fund, the Industrial 
CoundlAe administrative body in control of unemployment 
insuranc&srd in its traury $ 4 0 0 ~ .  The understanding 
was that payments were to be resumed in July 1928. To 
date, May rg30, no p p e n t s  whatever hwe been made and 
the $+,ooo remains unaccounted for. The Left Wing, later or- 
ganized into the Needle Trade Workers Industrial Union, 
charged the I.L.G.W.U. with misuse of t h m  funds for reor- 
ganizing the Right Wing union. No denial of the charges 
has ever been made. 
The much advertised scheme of the A m m t e d  Clothing 
Workers Union is nothing more than a union-management 
form of @-up. 
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The agreement or ig id ly  covered 30,000 workers in the 
Chiago market and was later extended to Rochester and 
New York. As originally phmed the empZoyers and the 
union each contributed I%% of the total payroll. In 1929 
the union asked for a reduction'in hours of work from a 
to 40 a week. The empIoyers refused to reduce the working 
hours. Instead they offered to in- their payments to the 
insurance fund from I%% to 3%. Although the average 
weekly wage in the Chicago market is $40, payments total 
no more than $60 or $70 8 year per worker. This swn is sup  
posed to compensate union c lotbg  workers for an average 
amount of unemployment of x2 weeks a year. And the union 
member himelf has contributed one-third of this mount. 
In addition, the union &cials have forced upon the mem- 
bership an efficiency "production standards" scheme by wbich 
the number of workers r@arly employed in Chicago has 
heady  been reduced 2 5% in five years, while output per n m  
how has increased, in one instance, to as much as 40% in three 
years. In another instance the instdatim of cutting machine 
reduced the working force from 600 to 250, with an increased 
output of 50%. Some am cutters voIhtatily quit, receiving 
no unemployment insurance, while 130 were each pdd t~m, 
one-half this sum being contributed by the remaiaing em- 
ployeeg wko forfeited #h& d p l o p e n t  iasw(uu:e fw tkQd 
Brrrwe- 
"This unemployment insurance,'' Prof. Commons, who was 
the first chairman of the insurance fund, frankly state, "is 
dir& toward brhgiq abaut on the part of the wage emtm 
a favorable attitude toward increasing emency. . . . The 
union has lost its ginger, its pep, and is turning to try to 
help the manufacturers make @ts . . . and the interat- 
ing thing about it is that the mion @ti to the b d d  
statements of the conpay as a justification for their partiti- 
pstion in th= various itlcreases in &ciw~cy.'~ 
Fifteen bills dealing with unemployment insurance to be 
administered by tbe various stam have been introduced in 
six legislative Mi= since 1915. None of these memum 
passed. All were grossly inadequate. The H u h  Bill, drafted 
by Prof. Commons and the model for most of the other bus, 
was admittedly a halfway measure, "the b e d &  so d l ,  a 
d o h  a day, they barely pay the rent.'' The New York bill, 
inttoduced in 1921, placed one-third of the finan& burden 
of the insurance on the workers. All other pmposed measurn 
provide that the funds be paid entirely by the emgoyers. 
The general features of these bills are: 
A maximum w d y  payment of $g,w-$r.so a day-limited to 13 
weeks. 
A waiting mod of from 3 to 6 days before payments b@. 
Certain exempted permu and occuptions, for instance, farm la- . . 
borers, casual workers and domestics. 
Certain exempted employ&, those, for tmmple, employing las 
than three workers. 
No payment of benetits d m  strikes and lockouts. 
Administratiom by deputments of labor or industrid d i m .  
There has been little agitation for national legislation on 
unempIoymen t. A bill introduced by Victor Berger following 
the unemployment crisis of xgnps8 was the usual a- 
reformist gesture. WhiIe admitting that American workers 
are unable "to save enough from their d g s  during periods 
of employment to tide them and their dependents &er perids 
of unemployment and economic depression," Berger recorn- 
mended that these meager earnings be further r e d u d  by 
asssing the workers for one-third of the cost of the bur- 
ance. The bill provided a salary of $ zo,ooo a year for a proposed 
Director, but unemployed workers were to receive no pay- 
ments during the k t  two weeks of unemployment and only 
one-half of their average weekly wages for a maximum of 
six months' unemployment. The admitration of the act 
3s 
was left to the politically ct~rrupt and antiquated United 
Stat= Employment Service. No provision was made for work- 
I ers' control. Such are the s c h e m ~  for unempIoyment insurance legisla- tion proposed by liberals and Socislists. According to Prof. Commons these bilk are dead as anything could b." 
Dtxd or alive, they were never meant to give real help to the 
unemployed. They would have penalized workers on strike 
and assisted employers during Iodcouts. They debar millions 
of farm laborers, domestic and casual workers from receiving 
benefits. They accept child labor, in fact, they stipulate a 
specially Iow rate of payment-go cents a day-to be given 
workers r7  years old or younger. The h u m  benefits pro- 
. -9.00 a week-are n o w  more than "starvation 
wagfs." 
The R& of the Poke  
Unemployment completes the stranglehold of the capitalist 
state on the working class. It brings .out in sharp relief the p. i 
r81e of the A. F. of L. and the Sodalists as suppoxters of the 
corporrttions, The capitalist class has itself flung the chd- 
lenge to the unemployed. By refusing every avenue of relief, 
by defeating every measure for unemployment insurance, by ! f?aunting wage cu*p and additional lay-offs in the very face of 
2 Hoover's "prosperity" conference, the corpomtions have p s e d  the attack, unW to the desperale workers there re- 
C mains but one alternative : mar on  ST^. The working clrrss is ripe for action and eager for miritmt leadership, The workers see about them riotous luxury and 
e the tremendous profits piled up by the employing class. They see shops bursting with food, with clothing and with the countless luxurie of the rich. And as they walk the streets in a vain search for work, their familieg starving and sick, they read of huge dividends ttnd of income tax refunds to corporations and individuals amounting to hundreds of mil- lions of dollars. 
The working class must be ieft under no illusion that un- 
employment can be wiped out under a capitalist state, nor 
that the employing class, short of a revolution, will concede 
demands which will be at all adequate. On the contrary, the 
government and the corporations wiU resist every effort of the 
workers to gain any comprehensive relief measures. As mon 
BS a powerful mass movement of the unemployed gains mo- 
mentum, the police are brought into action. Intimidation, mass 
mats, violence, are among the methods used to break up 
demonstrations. Antiquated statutes and vagrauq laws fur- 
nish an wfctw for picking up the leaders of the fight on every 
sort of trumped-up charge, holding them on exorbitant bail, 
or throwing them into jail. 
Nearly top0 workers were arrested during the two months 
of February and March 1930 for participating in unem- 
ployment demonstrations. And goo additional workers were 
rounded up by city authorities in California on charges of 
vagrancy and ordered to leave tmn, 
The March 6 international demonstration of the unem- 
ployed was marked in the United Stat& by wholale terror 
by the police and vicious sentences by the capitalist courts. 
Undaunted by dubbing and tear gas bombs, exorbitant fines 
and jdings that had been carried on for a month preceding 
March 6, more than ~,ow,ooo American workers demonstrated 
at the calI of the Cpmrnuaist Party on that day, demanding 
work or wages. The provoc~tion of the m e d  police in New 
York City, who charged into the thousands of workers, riding 
their horsm over men, women, and children, the refusal of 
Police Commissioner Whalen to permit the workers to march 
to City Hall and present their grievances, the arrest and jail- 
ing of the delegation of five chosen by the Union Square 
meeting, their sentence up to 3 yeam on a misdemeanor chat@ 
after a farcical trial, ate typical of the government's treatment 
of the demands of the memployed throughout the country. 
EQually typical of the alliance of the liberals, Socialists 
and Right Wing unions was the statement of Socialist Mayor 
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I Hom of Milwaukee following the demonstration of 25,- workers in that city, which ended with 58 mats ,  the beating into insensibility of hundtds of men, women and children, and the raiding and complete demolition of the Communist Party headquarters. Stating that he was ghd the demonstra- tion was succ~ful1y broken up Mayor Hoan added, "this 
wiU be the end of Communist d&onskatioas in Milmube." 
I .- T k  Left Whtg 01ganka Organization is the only effective m e a d  of misting at- tack and gaining some measure of relief from the present intolerable situation. Under the leadership of the Trade Union Unity League, the Left Wing trade union orgmhtion, man- cik of the unemployed are rapidly developing locally and fused for common action on a national scde. As against the reformist bus for unemployment insurance which arbitrarily : cut a worker's income to a m h m  of $1.50 a day and stop 
payments after x3 weeks' unempIoyment, the Unemployed 
I Councils demand work or fulf wage for the entire period of unemployment. They demand that a 1  funds for unemploy- ment insurance come entirely from the employing chss in the form of taxes on income, inheritance and prdts. They insist h t  these funds be administered by committees of workers and not by the corporation-mntrolld capitalkt government. The Left Wing program sharply oppases tbe A. F. of L. pledge to the government of no s t r i k ~  and no demands for 
wage inam. It contends that just b u s e  of gowing mass 
unemployment the corporations wi l l  make every effort to lawer 
wages. Xt points out h t  for this very reasan the situation calIs i 
for an i n ~ c a t i m  of the CB~& for the organization I I of BU employed workers, with strikes &nst low w q p  and I I wage cuts. The T.U.U.L. is undertaking the organhation of the . ,I unemployed side by side with the employed workers in dl industries so that the employing chss c k t  make ase of 3s J! 
these starving minions to break strike3 and sma$h living 
standards. 
The Left Wing demands the complete and immediate aboli- 
tion of all f e d m g h g  private employment agencies and the 
es tabkbmt of a national system of free public employment 
exchanges under workers' cmtroI. 
The Left Wing will not tolerate the continued exploitation 
of children and young workers. It demands the immediate 
probibition of the labor of dl workers under 16 and state 
maintenance for these ~ W d r w .  To counter the fierce inten- 
sifimtion of labor through which the corporations contempIate 
increasing production with reduced working forces it demands 
drastic reductions in the hours of work through the Iegal 
establishment of tbe 7-hour day and 5-day week and the plat- 
ing of W i n e  speed re$uIstion under workers' control. In the 
mines and other extra-hazardous occupations and for young 
workers &tween the ages of 16 and 18 a &mum working 
schedule of six hours a day is called for. 
In this growing rqobilizattan of the workers for struggle, 
the United States does not stand alone. The wish of capitalism 
is a world crisis. The certainty of unemployment fa- increas- 
ing millions of workers in every capitalist country. 
About z,ooo,ooo persons were without work in Genrtany in 
the fall of 1929, an increase of vo,ooo over the beginning of 
that year. In the winter of x930 the total n u m k  of unwn- 
plow was reported to exceed 3,500,om. Everywhere in Get- 
many the unemployd are forming organizations of protest and 
staging demwstxations. Police frequently shwt into t h w  
crowds of marching workers and many have already been 
killed and wouaded. 
In Spain, food riob are reportal, with groups of unemployed 
workers breaking into grocery stores and smashing shop win- 
dows to get food. Madrid newspapers estimate 25,000 unem- 
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ployed in the buiIding tradm in that city alone, due to the 
fact that construction is almost at a standstill. With t,ooo,mo 
-memployed in England, the export trade in that country still 
remains in the trough of the deepst depression reamied in 
its history. In fact aopoopw unemployed is a mmemative 
world atimate. 
In striking contrast to tbe d~peration of the unemployed 
and the economic crisis in capitalist countries is the astound- 
I lag progress manifest in the Soviet Union. As against wage . mts, and lay-&, labor in this workers' repubIic gets a con- stantly increasing share of national production, A week of continuous production with one day off in fim is dndy in operation in glass, brick, p p r ,  match, a e  and agricultural 'machinery factories, metd plants, electric power stations and - ,@any o h  industrial enterprk. In tbe five-yw period dur- 3ng which Rmia's new industrial plan will be worked out, 
upwards of a milIion new workers wil1 be employed. The re- 
I sdts of the introduction of the seven-hour day, dready 8 fact for over 43$ 'of Russian industrial and transport workers, are an increw? of 20% in the number of workers empIoyed in t h w  industries. As against less than 10% of the a d  salaried workers of the United Stat# o-.d into trade unions, there are in the USSR xz,ooo,wxl organized work- ers, over 94% of the total number employed, and these workers participate directly in the building of SocUsm. Furthermore, it should be especirrlly noted that in the Soviet Udon unemployment relief b provided for the unemployed 
workers under the elaborate system of d insurance, the 
costs of the system being borne by the industries. The ex- 
tensive form of unemployment insurance provides protection 
to those workers who have not yet g9ined employtWnt in the 
steadily absorbing operations of the FimYear Plan. 
The unemployment relief rate is based upon the wage ate- 
, gory of the worker and his family status or number of de- 
pendents. The rates paid are constantly rising as the country 
increases its production under the Sodalist economy. 
A system of employment exchanges avers the entire Soviet 
territory, and aLl workers registered at these exchanges are 
entitled to relief. Other measures, in addition to this form of 
relief, are the &els or dperative labor societies, formed for 
the unemployed ; the establishment of extensive public works; 
the trade union benefits paid from the special union unem- 
ployment funds; and the training dools  which turn some 
of the unemployed who are unskilled into skilled workers, 
of wbom there is always a shortage, due to everexpanding 
industry. 
The unempfoyed are also given gat reductiaas in rent; in 
the cities this amounts practically to free housing. Because 
the workew are the d e r s  in the Soviet Union, they care for 
their own, thus creating security and eliminating the fear of 
losing the job that exists in the minds of the workers in every 
capitalist country. T h e  nightmare of unemployment is thus 
being graddly wiped out in the land of the workers' Swiets. 
W e  inall capitalist countries mechanization stnd the drive 
for increased production has been achieved at he expense of 
labor, has thrown 2 0  hillions of warkers, particularly the 
older ones, on the street, has continued the expIoitation of the 
children and the youth, has actually increased hours and over- 
time in the face of nerve-racking speed-up, in the Soviet 
Union red wages are steadily increasing, unemployment is 
being reduced, and sodat inswance and other benefits are 
offering relief against sickness, old age, accidents and similar 
misfortunes. 
F a d  with the saturation of the home markets the capitalist 
rulers are bending every effort to increase their foreign trade. 
Foreign trade depends on foreign markets, already divided up 
among the various imperialist countries. Hence a struggle for 
inmemed trade leads inwitably to a struggle for markets, to 
attempts at a new redivision of the world, and to war. Every 
effort is being made, through propaganda and provocation, to 
tuxn this coming war into a war against the Soviet Union. The 
employing cIass realizes that the driving form of progress in 
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I this free workers' republic is a challenge to the wage slaves of capitalism to take wer power and unite in a world-wide system of workers' soviets. The workers are meeting the international crisis of capi- talism with a new spirit of protest and with organized struggle. March 6, ~ 9 3 0 ,  showed the growing international militancy of 
the working d m  and of the unemployed. May r, ~ 9 3 0 ,  d- 
ing the ranks of the demonstrators, gave fresh Wpiration to 
the struggles of the class-conscious workers. The morgankd 
are o r w n g  ; the unsgiIled are f d h g  their power ; Negms 
and whites, women and y d ,  employed and unemployed, 
are determined to fight and ace daring to challenge the right 
of the employing class to starve, maim and till. 
The growing Worn of the memp10yed, learning through 
bitter experience what capitdim has to offer them, con- 
stitute a potent force for the liberation of the working class 
from the chains of the cafitalist system. The organization of 
the unempIoyed and an e v e  campdgn for their demands 
impose on the vanguard d the working class immediate and 
vigorous obligations. 
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